27 January  Emily Erikson, Associate Professor of Sociology, Yale University
Companies and the Rise of Political Economy

17 February  Kenneth Pomeranz, Professor of History, University of Chicago
Rethinking Frontiers and Frontier Subjects: China’s West and Southwest after 1760

3 March  Sharon Achinstein, Sir William Osler Professor of English, Johns Hopkins University
Location Change: HGS 211
Co-Sponsored by The Religion & Politics Colloquium

31 March  Daniel Ziblatt, Professor of Government, Harvard University
Conservative Political Parties and the Birth of Modern Democracy in Europe
Location Change: HGS 211

14 April  Rebecca Lemon, Associate Professor of English, USC Dornsife
Addiction and Devotion in Early Modern England

28 April  Meg Jacobs, Research Scholar, Woodrow Wilson School of Public & International Affairs
Panic at the Pump: The Energy Crisis and the Transformation of American Politics in the 1970s
Co-Sponsored by the Environmental History Working Group